
What is a Facebook PAGE? 
 
A Facebook PAGE is for public figures, businesses, organizations and other entities to create an authentic and 
public presence on Facebook.    
 
Facebook Pages are visible to everyone on the internet by default.    
 
You, and every person on Facebook, can connect with these Pages by becoming a “fan” and then receive their 
updates in your News Feed and interact with them. 
 
Facebook PAGES are not private or protected from anyone on the internet following the PAGE.  However if 
someone or another PAGE “Likes” the page, and posts inappropriately, they can be “banned” from liking or 
posting on the PAGE in any capacity.   
 
The official PAGE for Indivisible Southbay LA will be used to post official updates from the group leaders on 
upcoming events, both within our group, or in the local area, or related to the national Indivisible Guide group.  
It will provide a link to, and promote the website, where people can explore more about us and find more ways 
to connect.  People following the page CAN post on the page, but the posts will show up in the “Visitor Posts” 
section.   This keeps the primary timeline “clean” with important updates and events.  
 
Facebook PAGES can also be linked with other public social media, such as Twitter, or Instagram, to provide a 
consistent social media presence across forums.  
 
 
What is a Facebook GROUP? 
 

Facebook GROUPs (our initial page) are designed to be a place for small group communication and for people 

to share their common interests and express their opinion.  

Groups allow people to come together around a common cause, issue or activity to organize, express 

objectives, discuss issues, post photos, and share related content. 

Like with PAGES, new posts by a GROUP are included in the News Feeds of its members and members can 

interact and share with one another from the group. 

 

Here is a handy graphic of the different types of GROUPs within Facebook.  Our Indivisible South Bay-LA 

Discussion Group is Closed.  



 

 

Discussion Group Guidelines 

Things to be aware of when posting to the Discussion Group: 

•   Be conscious when you post.  Yes, there are moments of frustration, but do not 
post simply to rant or complain.  Post with the thought of having a discussion, 
looking for support or figuring out actions to take.  It’s easier to complain than 
to do something. 

•   Please make sure you are sharing factual information.  Look at the information 
and see if it adds value to the discussion. 

•   Be aware that why we may all be resisting the Trump Administration, we may 
not all agree on the best way to go about doing that or on nuances of policy 
issues.  There is a wide range of opinions in the resistance…different degrees of 
liberalism, democrats, independents, Bernie Supporters, Hillary Supporters, etc.  
Please be aware of this when posting something, and be open to discussion on 
a topic/post.  If you are not willing to discuss something you post, please don’t 
post it.  Also no bashing of any past or present leaders of the resistance…we all 
need to come together under our tent and find common ground.  



•   Please post about your experiences at Town Halls, Marches, Meetings with 
Members of Congress, etc.  Share your personal experiences. We will be using 
some of these posts and photos to fill out our blog section on the website, but 
we will message you to confirm and gain approval before doing so. 

 

	  


